Information communication technology (ICT) is required in the field of agriculture to solve problems arising because of the aging of farmers and shortage of heirs. In particular, environmental sensors and cameras are widely used in existing agricultural support systems for easy data collection. Although the traditional purpose of these systems is naive monitoring and controlling of the environment, the propagation of advanced cultivation is now expected by applying the data to machine learning and data mining technologies. Therefore, we propose a novel multi-modal sliding window-based support vector regression (multi-modal SW-SVR) method for accurate prediction of complicated water stress, which is a plant status, from two data types, namely environmental and plant image data. The proposed method includes two methodologies, SW-SVR and deep neural network (DNN) as a multi-modal feature extractor for SW-SVR. SW-SVR, which we proposed previously, is a suitable learning method for data with time-dependent characteristics, such as plant status. Moreover, we propose a new image feature, remarkable moving objects detected by adjacent optical flow (ROAF), to enable DNN to extract essential features easily for predicting water stress. Compared with existing regression models and features, the proposed multi-modal SW-SVR with ROAF demonstrates more precise and stable water stress prediction.
Introduction
Sensing technology is becoming more widespread and sophisticated, and many studies on artificial intelligence have demonstrated the propagation of sophisticated intelligence by detailed analysis of the data. In the field of agriculture, many studies on the propagation of advanced cultivation have been conducted to solve several problems arising because of the aging of farmers and shortage of heirs. These studies quantify and analyze complicated plant statuses from various data, such as environmental data, plant image data, and growth status, and farmer's decisions based on experience and intuition can be reproduced [1] [2] [3] [4] . In particular, the propagation of stress cultivation based on water stress is strongly expected to improve profit for fruits with high sugar contents.
The mechanism for producing sweet fruits by stress cultivation is shown in Fig. 1 . Water stress on plants causes them to expel water from fruit and increase its sugar content ratio [5] . Therefore, fruit size decreases, but sugar content increases. Although the * Corresponding author. amount of water and sugar content in fruit is inversely proportional, excessive water limitation leads to the withering of plants. Therefore, by determining the ease-of-withering from water stress, and irrigating plants shortly before they die, the sugar content can be increased by repeating the procedure shown in Fig. 1 . Meanwhile, if plants are subject to considerable withering at least once, they will die despite being irrigated. It is important to predict future water stress and irrigate plants prior to considerable withering. Accordingly, the accurate prediction of water stress enables cultivation of fruits with high sugar contents.
Important data in rapid prediction of water stress includes environmental data, such as temperature, humidity, solar quantity, and plant fertility, because it affects the plants' physiological processes, which causes water stress [6] . Water stress occurs particularly when the amount of transpiration from the leaves exceeds that of the water supplied from the root. Given that the environmental data is strongly related to transpiration, it is also indirectly related to water stress. Other data in which water stress appears remarkably is plant image data. leaves wilt significantly owing to water stress. Given that the two features complement each other's insufficiencies, complicated water stress is expressed multilaterally. Meanwhile, there are two issues in predicting water stress accurately from the two kinds of data. First, given that water stress variation depends strongly on the complicated change in the natural environment over time, water stress is imbalanced data that differs considerably in the amount of data for each characteristic. In the field of agriculture, previous studies have dealt with imbalanced data such as water stress, plant disease, and environmental factors [7] [8] [9] . Meanwhile, the majority of methods are restricted to classification problems, and limited studies deal with the regression problem as water stress [9] . Furthermore, previous methods have addressed the imbalance only during the training phase for over-sampling, under-sampling, and weighting training data. However, according to our previous research [10] , training data that constructs models should change according to the characteristic variation with time of the testing phase. For example, in ensemble learning, the weights to aggregate each model built from different kinds of training data should depend on the variation in the test data. The second problem is image feature extraction from complicated plant image data. Recently, convolutional neural network (CNN), which is a type of deep neural network (DNN), has been widely used for several applications, and surpassed human intelligence in some computer vision tasks, such as face recognition, object detection, and object recognition. Furthermore, CNN has demonstrated state-of-the-art results with respect to image based plant phenotyping [11] . Therefore, CNN can be expected to extract image features related to water stress appropriately. CNN extracts essential features in complicated image data because it learns how to extract features and main problems with non-linear processing for image recognition. However, features required for water stress prediction are not always extracted correctly despite using CNN as a feature extractor. This failure is attributed to unnecessary information occupying a large proportion compared with necessary information for water stress prediction in plant image data acquired in the greenhouse. Consequently, the unnecessary information must be removed before inputting CNN for easy extraction of features related to water stress.
In this paper, we propose a novel learning methodology for predicting plant water stress called multi-modal sliding windowbased support vector regression (multi-modal SW-SVR). SW-SVR, which we proposed previously [12] , specializes in predicting more accurately imbalanced data with time-dependent characteristics, such as plant status, than other ensemble regression methods, such as gradient boosting regression, AdaBoost, bagging decision tree, and random forest. The basic theories comprise a specific data prediction based on data extraction and newfangled weighting that determines weights in ensemble learning according to timedependent characteristics. The weighting of each specialized model supplements the mutual strength and weaknesses with each other. Furthermore, multi-modal SW-SVR is an SW-SVR where DNN with a novel image feature is applied to extract essential multi-modal features from the two data types. Moreover, we propose an image feature to enables DNN to extract essential features easily to predict water stress; this feature is called remarkable moving objects detected by adjacent optical flow (ROAF), which reproduces the same perspective as farmers on original image data by extracting the plant status of wilted leaves with water stress based on plant wilting motion.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related work and our previously proposed method in predicting water stress. The proposed methods are described in detail in Section 3 . Section 4 presents the experiments for evaluation of the proposed methods. Finally, the paper concludes in Section 5 .
Preliminaries

Propagation of stress cultivation
Previously, conventional agricultural support systems collected environmental data using sensor network technology to monitor environmental data and control the environment naively [13] . Recently, further utilization of information communication technology (ICT) for agricultural support has been livelier to propagate advanced cultivation of farmers. In particular, the realization of the watering system dependent on water stress is expected to cultivate fruits with high sugar content. Many studies regarding water stress prediction have been conducted. Conventionally, water stress is measured on the basis of water potential, which indicates the moisture retention ability of a plant. Therefore, water potential is used as an indicator of water stress, and measuring water potential yields an accurate value of water stress [14] . However, water potential is not obtained in real-time because the measurement methods are based on destructive testing. To measure water stress in real-time, water stress prediction using sensor data, such as environmental data, plant image data, and growth status, are noted. Approaches based on growth status, such as stem-diameter and natural frequency of leaves, predict water stress accurately because these data appear to fluctuate according to water stress [1, 2] . Furthermore, the stem-diameter approach enables water stress to be measured with non-destructive and non-contact methods continuously using laser displacement sensors that measure the approximate shape of objects based on laser light injected by the sensor. However, it is difficult to apply these approaches practically because these measuring devices are expensive and require professional knowledge for correct measurement.
On the other hand, the approaches based on environmental data and plant image data are measured easily [3, 4] because the sensors and cameras required for measurement are generally inexpensive, and expert knowledge is unnecessary for installation and measurement. Furthermore, the approaches measure the data
